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Abstract

Objectives: Diagnosis and correct treatment of group A streptococcal sore throat is important particularly to
prevent non-suppurative sequelae. Clinical findings continue to be used to differentiate streptococcal infection from
viral sore throat. The American Academy of Pediatrics recommends that streptococcal sore throat diagnosis should
always be performed by microbiological identification methods. The aim of this study is to evaluate the accuracy of
clinical diagnosis in comparison with culture and rapid test.

Methods: Children aged 2 to 13 years who had received a clinical diagnosis of sore throat and sought treatment
at the pediatric emergency unit of São Paulo Santa Casa were evaluated and those with clinical signs or viral infection
were excluded. Clinical findings were recorded and swabs were taken for group A Streptococcus cultures and a
Streptococcus rapid test.

Results: The culture was positive in 96 (24.4%) of the 376 children evaluated. The presence of petechiae,
purulent exudate and painful tonsils were more likely to occur in children with positive streptococcus cultures,
however they exhibited low diagnostic accuracy. The doctors� subjective evaluation failed to identify 21% of
positive cases and antibiotics were prescribed in 47% of negative cases, compared with 3 and 6%, respectively,
for the rapid test.

Conclusions: A microbiologic method is necessary for the correct prescription of antibiotics in children with
streptococcal sore throat.

J Pediatr (Rio J). 2005;81(1):23-8: Group A Streptococcus, tonsillitis, pharyngitis, Streptococcus pyogenes.
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Introduction

Upper respiratory tract infections (URTI) are a significant
cause of seeking medical services in the pediatric age group.
One of the most common URTI types is sore throat caused
by either viruses or bacteria. Viral causes are more common,
with rhinovirus and adenovirus predominating, each being

present in 6 to 20% of cases.1 Sore throats caused by
Streptococcus pyogenes, more simply described as Group A
streptococcus  (GAS), merit highlighting particularly because
they are the only type of sore throats for which antibiotic
therapy is definitively indicated, with the objective of
preventing non-suppurative sequelae (in particular rheumatic
fever).2

While sore throats caused by viruses are more prevalent,
the syndrome is one of the oldest and most widespread
examples of how antibiotics are prescribed in an unsuitable
manner. Wannamaker, was already warning against
excessive antibiotic use for sore throats in 1972.3 A study
performed on Rhode Island in 1973 showed that then,
despite GAS being responsible for just 17% of sore throats,
antibiotics were prescribed in 87% of cases.4 The
consequences of improper antimicrobial usage can already
be felt in the growth of bacterial resistance among other
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agents of community infections (such as Streptococcus
pneumoniae and Haemophilus influenzae). In the case of
sore throats, rational antibiotic use is dependent solely on
a precise answer to the following question, �Is this sore
throat streptococcal or not?�

The symptoms and/or signs that characterize sore
throats are not sufficient for differential diagnosis between
viral and bacterial causes. If exanthema scarlatina is
presented in its classic form it is highly indicative of bacterial
disease, with a high positive predictive value, but it is, in
fact, very rare.2-9 A recent meta-analysis, including several
different studies and a total of 5,453 patients, took each
symptom in isolation and was unable to identify any symptom
that could alone diagnose streptococcal sore throat.8

Even a combination of signs and symptoms was unable
to differentiate with certainty between viral and bacterial
sore throats. For this reason, a number of different
authorities, including the Committee on Rheumatic Fever,
Endocarditis, and Kawasaki Disease of the American Heart
Association, the American Academy of Pediatrics and the
Infectious Diseases Society of America recommend that
diagnosis of streptococcal sore throat in patients suspected
for clinical and epidemiological reasons should be confirmed
by means of microbiological tests.2,8,10,11 A recent study
performed by McIsaac et al., concluded that antibiotic
treatment based on either a rapid test or oropharynx culture
positive for GAS could reduce unnecessary antibiotic usage
for sore throats.12

Our objective with the present study was to compare the
accuracy of clinical and microbiological diagnostic methods
for the identification of streptococcal sore throat.

Methods

A prospective, observational study undertaken at the
Children�s Emergency Service of the Santa Casa de
Misericórdia in São Paulo between April 2000 and September
2001 and approved by the Ethics and Research Committee
of that hospital on 15 March 2000.

Initially all children aged 2 to 13 years (uncompleted)
complaining of URTI (defined as the presence of a painful
throat and evidence of inflammation of throat or tonsils on
physical examination) were enrolled. Children were then
excluded from this group if they presented symptoms with
onset more than 7 days previously or who presented signs
of viral respiratory infection (defined as the presence of:
rhinorrhea, coryza, conjunctivitis, coughing and/or
sneezing).

Demographic and clinical data (presence or absence
of: painful throat, dysphagia, fever, palpable glands,
painful glands, hyperemia, edema, exudate from the
palatine tonsils and exanthema scarlatina) were recorded
by the on-call physician or second-year resident who
treated the patient together with the subjective response
to the following question: � Would you treat this patient
with antibiotics or not?� Twin swab samples were taken by
the researcher (previously trained fro the procedure).
One of the swabs was used immediately for rapid testing

using the commercially-available kit QuickVuePlus Strep
A (Quidell Corporation, San Diego, CA). The remaining
swab was sent to the laboratory at the Medical Sciences
Faculty of the Santa Casa in São Paulo for culture in blood
agar at 5%, incubated for 24 hours at 35 ºC and in aerobic
conditions for 48 hours. Streptococcus pyogenes was
identified in positive cultures by means of testing for
sensitivity to Bacitracina and PYR.

The accuracy of clinical diagnosis and of the rapid test
was analyzed taking the result of the culture as the gold
standard, in other words, determining which cases were
truly positive and truly negative. Analyses were performed
to define sensitivity and specificity, positive and negative
predictive values and positive and negative likelihood
ratios (LR), since, in the opinion of some authors, this tool
establishes the magnitude of change in the probability of
the disease, i.e. it indicates by how many times a test will
increase the pre-test probability of an individual presenting
the disease.13,14 Analyses of statistical significance were
performed using the chi-square method with a cutoff of
p < 0.001.

Results

Four hundred and twenty-one children were originally
included in the study. Data were not complete in 23 cases
(information was missing about clinical status or contained
confused and/or illegible information) and the results of the
culture were not recorded in 20 cases (material went astray
or material arrived at the laboratory contaminated). Two
children were excluded for not meeting inclusion criteria.
The remaining 376 children made up the study sample.

The results of cultures were positive for GAS in 92
patients and negative in 284 patients.

With respect of distribution by sex, we found that 204
(54%) patients were female and 172 (46%) patients were
male. There was no difference in positivity with respect of
sex.

With respect of the distribution of positive cases by
age, the greatest level of occurrence was between 4 and
8 years of age.

We compared the occurrence of each symptom for the
positive culture group and the negative culture group. The
incidence of symptoms for each group is illustrated in
Table 1. The symptoms petechiae, exudate and painful
glands were more frequent among the subset of children
with positive cultures, with statistical significance
(p < 0.001). The frequency of palpable glands was greater
among the negative group.

Exanthema scarlatina was described in just two children,
which corresponds to 2.1% of the positive cases and 0.5%
of the total number of cases. As this incidence was extremely
low it could not be included in the analysis.

Sensitivity, specificity, predictive values and LR were
calculated for symptoms whose frequency was greater
among positive cases with a statistically significant difference.
The calculations were performed in isolation for each
symptom. The resultant values are shown in Table 2.
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Table 1 - Frequency of each symptom for the positive culture
group and the negative culture group

* Statistically significant difference. Chi-square test with Yates’s correction
resulted in p value of < 0.001.

Symptom Frequency Frequency
for the positive for the negative
culture group  culture group

Hyperemia 90% 88%

Edema 73% 71%

Fever 93% 93%

Dysphagia 27% 23%

Petechiae* 32% 11%

Painful glands* 36% 15%

Exudate* 50% 36%

Palpable glands 46% 57%

Table 2 - Sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive
values, and LR+ and LR- of petechiae, exudate and
painful glands were calculated for positive cases

LR = likelihood ratio.

Petechiae Exudate Painful
glands

Sensitivity (%) 32 50 36

Specificity (%) 89 64 85

Positive predictive value 49 31 43

Negative predictive value 80 80 80

Positive LR 2.98 1.38 2.33

Negative LR 0.77 0.78 0.76

Figure 1 demonstrates positive cases identified by the
subjective criteria of the treating doctor at the emergency
service, by the rapid test and by culture, distributed by
patient age.

Figure 2 demonstrates those cases that were diagnosed
by the doctor or by the rapid test as positive, but for which
the GAS culture was negative (improper antibiotic usage)
and those cases which were diagnosed as negative by the
doctor or the rapid test, but as positive by culture (missed
positives).

Table 3 shows the data analysis by means of sensitivity,
specificity, predictive value and LR calculations for each
method (physician and rapid test).

Discussion

In our research, studying children aged 2 to 12 years,
presenting at the Children�s Emergency Service with a
history, complaint or physical examination compatible
with infectious sore throat, we found a 24% level of
positive GAS cultures. This figure allows us to state that
our observed frequency corresponds with that found by a
number of other authors, primarily when these studies
had points in common with ours, i.e. the populations
originated from densely populated urban areas and had
sought treatment at a service located within a University
Hospital.15,16

Previous studies performed in our region have
demonstrated practically the same incidence of positive
GAS cultures.17,18

Figure 1 - Distribution of positive cases identified by the subjective criteria of the treating doctor
at the emergency service, by the rapid test and by culture, distributed by patient age
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become even clearer when we analyze figures for sensitivity,
specificity, positive and negative predictive values, LR
positive and LR negative. Even with respect of symptoms
that predominated among positive cases with statistical
significance, the greatest positive predictive value is 50%.
The greatest LR value was an LR+ for the presence of
petechiae of 2.98, which is considered capable of mildly
altering the post-test probability and is therefore worthless
for increasing diagnostic precision. None of the remaining
LR values for the signs and symptoms in our study could be
considered significant. A recently-performed meta-analysis
found a that the highest LR value for any of the symptoms
was 3.4 for exudate from the tonsils and concluded that, in
isolation, no symptom was of use for diagnosing streptococcal
sore throat.8

With respect of the subjective diagnoses performed by
the physicians, it is possible to confirm observing Figure
1 that the accuracy of diagnosis of positive cases was low.
At all ages the physicians identified many more positive
cases than the rapid test or the culture. Analyzing Figure
2 it becomes obvious that diagnostic accuracy is also low
for negative cases: 21% of the cases that were positive
by culture were omitted in the diagnoses performed by
the doctors.

The diagnostic accuracy of the subjective opinion of
treating doctors has also been much studied. Breese &
Disney, in 1954, found 69.6% accuracy for diagnoses made
by doctors in a total of 11,999 patients.21 Attia et al. also
assessed the subjective diagnostic capacity of doctors and
concluded that 52% of patients without the disease would
be treated and 28% of sick patients would not be offered
treatment.9 In our study the physician would treat 47% of
negative patients would fail to treat 21% of the positive
patients, which values are very similar to those found by
Attia et al. (Figure 2).

These analyses are reflected in the low sensitivity,
specificity and positive and negative predictive values
demonstrated in Table 3. The efficacy with which these
criteria contribute to the exactitude of diagnosis, modifying
the original expected probability of disease occurrence, is
demonstrated by the LR values (Table 3). The LR represents
the probability that a test is correct (positive or negative),
or, in our case, of the method studied. An LR value has a

Figure 2 - Inappropiate use of antibiotics and missed positive
cases by the doctor or the rapid test. The oropharynx
culture determined the negative and positive cases of
pharyngotonsillitis for group A Streptococcus
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Table 3 - Sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values and posite and negative LR for the medical
opinion (physician) and the rapid test, considering the culture result as the diagnostic definition

Sensitivity Specificity Predictive value LR

Positive Negative Positive Negative

Physician 79.3 53.2 35.43 88.8 1.7 0.4

Rapid test 96.7 94.4 84.8 98.9 17.2 0.03

An analysis of the signs and symptoms that predominate
with streptococcal sore throat showed statistically significant
differences for : palatine petechiae, exudate and painful
glands. Several studies have already attempted to establish
a relation between the signs and symptoms of infectious
sore throat and the presence of GAS. However, even for
similar samples, the predominant signs and symptoms vary
from study to study. Steinhoff et al. found statistically
significant associations between positive cases and: exudate,
fever above 38 °C and palpable glands.15 Nandi et al., in
India, found associations between enlarged tonsils,
hyperemia and palpable glands.19

Cello et al. undertook a study in Brazil of a small sample
of 51 children from 18 months to 13 years old and did not
find any statistical significance for any symptom or sign,
suggesting that clinical symptoms and data from physical
examinations are insufficient for a precise diagnosis of
bacterial sore throat and lead to errors in therapeutic
conduct.20 Zuquim found statistical significance for
odynophagia and exanthema scarlatina only.18

The difficulties involved in using clinical signs or symptoms
in isolation to diagnose sore throats as streptococcal or not

Diagnosis of streptococcal sore throat � dos Santos AGP & Berezin EN

LR = likelihood ratio.
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strong modifying power when it is above 10 or below 0.1,
intermediate power when between 5 and 10 or 0.1 and 0.2;
and weak between 2 and 5 or 0.2 a 0.5. An LR value of 1.0
has no effect. In our study the analysis of diagnostic
accuracy when the doctor identifies a case as positive or
negative is, at best, weak.13,14

With respect of the rapid test, values for sensitivity
found by recent studies that analyzed tests with the same
primary ingredient and from the same manufacturer that we
used and with similar populations, are discretely inferior
(91.2 to 95%).22,23

There are some possible explanations for the occurrence
of false-positive test results: clinical differences between
the study populations, the relation with low numbers of
colonies on the cultures and the culturing method used as
the gold standard.

With respect of the study populations it is possible that
the fact that viral symptoms were considered as an
exclusion criterion for the present study may have resulted
in a reduced number of asymptomatic carriers in the
sample. Asymptomatic carriers are generally not identified
by rapid tests and perhaps this is why the observed
sensitivity was higher.

The culturing was performed using the classic method.
If one considers that we had 16 positive rapid tests with
negative culture results the possibility, however remote,
should be considered that, in fact, some of the cultures were
�false-negatives�. The possibility of �false-negative� cultures
has primarily been demonstrated by comparing cultures
grown using the classic method (ASB in aerobic incubation)
with cultures grown on enriched media or incubated in other
ways.24 The results of such studies are highly debatable.

In our country few studies have been undertaken with
rapid tests. However, if the results found in our research
were to be confirmed in similar populations, the use of this
test in place of the classic oropharynx culture, with no
requirement for confirmation of negatives could be ventured.

Nevertheless, if one takes the rapid test as the gold
standard in our study and uses it to analyze the efficacy of
the oropharynx cultures, a sensitivity of 84.7% is obtained
together with a specificity of 98.9%, a positive predictive
value of 96.7%, a negative predictive value of 94.3%, an
LR+ of 76 and an LR- of 0.15. The LR+ and the LR- of such
an analysis would be classed as very strong in terms of the
power to modify pre-test probability, reasserting the efficacy
of microbiological methods for the identification of
streptococcal sore throat.

The high incidence of infection by GAS in Brazil, with the
resulting presence of serious non-suppurative sequelae,
allied to the constant threat of the appearance of multi-
resistant strains of bacteria responsible for community
infections leads us to conclude that the appropriate
management of these infections and prevention of sequelae
involves correct treatment of a clinically suspected infection
diagnosed in the laboratory.

The results returned lead us to suggest that the 1994
guidelines of the American Academy of Pediatrics,
recommending the use of microbiological methods, preferably

oropharynx cultures, be followed. These guidelines were
reinforced in 1998 with the publication of criteria for the
rational use of antibiotics.25
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